Where Materials
Love to Live
SURFACES FOR RESIDENTIAL

A family of materials.
Our best-in-class materials allow countless forms of
expression. They not only cover a space, they offer
a new perspective, command attention, and they
deliver uncommon value. With an endless array of
options, we provide a one-stop resource that elevates
the residential experience.

There’s no place like where we live. It’s where
families bond, friends gather, and memories
are made. Whether it’s a home, apartment,
or condo, every living space should be a safe
and welcoming environment, packed with
personality and materials that endure.
At Wilsonart, we offer everything under one

LIVE WELL WITH
WILSONART

roof – the collection, the support, and custom
capabilities that bring a “wow” factor into
residential environments. Our engineered
surface materials range from trending
aesthetics to tried-and-true classics. When

HPL

High Pressure Laminate

Outperforms traditional
veneer and Thermally Fused
Laminate for impact and
scratch resistance
Moisture-resistant surface
Increase functionality with
specialty laminates –
RE-COVERTM for updating,
High Wear for extra durability,
or Fire-Rated for code
compliance

TFL

Thermally Fused Laminate

Industry’s best-matched
Thermally Fused Laminate,
High Pressure Laminate,
and Edgeband solution for
design and texture
Maintains visual continuity
without compromising design
Cost-effective solution for
low-touch applications

TPT

THINSCAPE Performance

QTZ

Quartz

Versatile, highly durable,
ultra-thin countertops

Offers a rich and welcoming
appearance

Extremely impact-, scratch-, and
moisture-resistant

Non-porous surface that’s
stain- and scratch-resistant

European-inspired slim design –
an affordable alternative to
natural stone

Tough, durable, and doesn’t
require sealing, for lower
maintenance and longer life

Available in 12 patterns with
coordinating core colors

integrated together, materials do more than
cover a space – they give living areas an identity
people are proud to own.
Whether your vision is traditional or contemporary, subtle or bold, in the suburbs or city,

SS

Solid Surface

there’s a reason Wilsonart is a household name.

Withstands frequent, daily
cleanings

What more can we do for residential spaces?

Seamless, smooth, and nonporous for stain resistance and
easy maintenance

Look closer and discover more.

Easy to repair, refinish, or replace
for low-cost, long-term service

VDL

Virtual Design Library

DM

Decorative Metals

Evolving online library with
virtually unlimited High
Pressure Laminate designs

Pure metal surfaces that
are adaptable and virtually
unbreakable

Allows for expressive designs

Ideal for vertical applications

Our Spectrum offering –
allows color matching using
an industry-standard color
system

Blends industrial flair with
striking, adaptable design

SSL

Soft Silk Laminate

Smooth, ultra-matte texture
Soft-to-the-touch sensation,
paired with a low sheen for a
luxurious look and feel

Adds character accents and
drama in a space

Our products are made with environmental responsibility. For more information, email or call us at residential@wilsonart.com and 800-433-3222.

Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces

wilsonart.com/residential
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A dash of inspiration.

Kitchens are the heartbeat
of the home. This wasn’t
always the case, but today,
open concepts are being
built around this setting –
and it’s where materials
were born to shine.

HPL

Countertops

Multi-level Island

A surface like you’ve never experienced,
our Soft Silk Laminate has a smooth,
ultra-matte texture. Specified with AEONTM
Scratch and Scuff-Resistant Technology,
this surface performs better, longer.

Pull up a stool and enjoy our elegant
Quartz – a tough, upscale surface that
resists stains and can be used for
generations.

VDL
HPL

High Pressure Laminate
SS

A variety of finishes and textures
provide creative options that turn
functional spaces into something
special, while protecting from
everyday impact.
QTZ

QTZ

Quartz

HPL

For high-touch applications, this
material makes a pure and
purposeful statement across the
kitchen setting.
VDL

ASCENT Q4029 QTZ

EMPIRE STATE Q1015 QTZ

Virtual Design Library

Our evolving online library allows
for virtually unlimited designs
made from High Pressure
Laminate.
SS

Solid Surface

Easy to clean and maintain.
Beautiful color-through design.
Our Solid Surface excels where
people gather and food is served.

DRAMA MARBLE 5010K-21 SSL

VINTAGE CHEVRON Y0576 VDL

CALCUTTA MARBLE 4925 TPT

WHITE 1570 HPL

Cooking Area
Mix in some style with THINSCAPE
Performance Tops. Available in 12
inspired designs, this versatile material
mimics the look of natural stone and
makes every meal a masterpiece.
Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces
TWEEDISH INDIGO Y0514

HPL

PARK ELM 7967 HPL

SAHARAN NIGHT 9225SS SS

SALAR Q4028 QTZ

wilsonart.com/residential
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Maximize the
morning routine.

At home, we have things
to organize, clothes to
wash, and showers to take.
With a mix of durable,
interesting materials, we
make every chore more
inspiring and every
morning less routine.
TFL

Thermally Fused Laminate

Master Bathroom

Bathroom Counter

Build the bathroom of your dreams using a
versatile, simple-to-care-for material like our
Solid Surface. It’s seamless, smooth, and
non-porous, meaning moisture won’t become
a problem near sinks or tubs.

When there’s water, soap, and cosmetics,
you need a material that stands out with
design and stands up to moisture—like our
broad collection of Quartz.

TFL

For low-touch surfaces, like vertical
applications, Thermally Fused
Laminate coordinates beautifully
and is very budget-friendly.
HPL

High Pressure Laminate

Available in over 300 designs and
16 finishes, our High Pressure
Laminate is incredibly versatile and
finds a home all over the house.

KOLAMS Q4009 QTZ

HPL
CS

Coordinated Surfaces

Why settle for close enough?
We provide an easy-to-spec
combination of High Pressure
Laminate, Thermally Fused
Laminate Panels, and Edgeband,
perfect for coordinating shelving,
drawers, and more.

MORNING ICE 9204CE SS

COTE D’AZUR 1886K-21 SSL

PORTICO TEAK 8210 HPL

NORTH SEA D90 HPL

Half Bathroom
Even half baths deserve to shine. We make
it possible with our High Pressure Laminate,
topped with a luxurious, super-velvety Soft
Silk finish that visitors will rave about.

Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces
PHANTOM CHARCOAL 8214 HPL

SILVER OAK PLY 8203 TFL

wilsonart.com/residential
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Made for real life.

Materials can take
many shapes and forms.
The desk of a home
office. The shelving of a
display. They make the
home more welcoming
and more practical, today
and for years to come.
HPL

TFL

Laundry Room

Mudroom

Wash, dry, and walk away inspired. Our surfaces
enhance the look and functionality of laundry
rooms—from durable, easy-to-clean Quartz
countertops to woodgrain doors made from
Thermally Fused Laminate, conveniently
available through our 5-piece Door Program.

When the outside comes inside, you
need durability and impact resistance.
Achieve them both with a combination
of High Pressure Laminate surfaces
and THINSCAPE Performance Tops.

High Pressure Laminate

Durable, beautiful, and moistureresistant. Ideal for high-impact
spaces, including utility areas
like laundry and mud rooms.
TFL

Thermally Fused Laminate

Available in over 230 designs
and 9 finishes, this cost-effective
solution excels in low-touch
applications across the living
environment.
SS

BLACK ALICANTE 4926 TPT

FROSTY WHITE 1573 SPC

PHANTOM PEARL 8211 HPL

WINDSWEPT PEWTER 4795 HPL

SATIN STAINLESS 4830 TPT

SS

Solid Surface

With this easy-to-maintain surface,
you can worry less about spills
and smudges and focus on
enjoying life.

HPL

FAWN CYPRESS 8208 TFL

RAIN SHADOW Q4034 QTZ

The Wilsonart® 5-Piece Door Program
offers made-to-order doors and drawer
fronts. Achieve your design vision with
17 inventoried designs across multiple
surface types – seamlessly coordinated
and ready to install.
wilsonart.com/cabinet-doors

DOVE GREY D92 HPL

Garage Organizer
Organize everything – from tools to sports
gear – without worrying about wear and
tear. Durable High Pressure Laminate cabinets
and versatile THINSCAPE Performance Tops
provide an enduring solution.
Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces

BATTLESHIP 5014 HPL

HIDDEN SPACE 9227SS SS

SHADOW ZEPHYR 4857 TFL

wilsonart.com/residential
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Swing by our place anytime.
Visit wilsonart.com and discover thousands
of options, countless possibilities, and
designs that elevate the living experience.

Morning Glory

Busy Household

COTTAGE ASH

MEHNDI

VDL
Y0524K-16

QTZ
Q4004

ARCTIC DUNE

TWEEDISH PEWTER

SS
9253CM

VDL
Y0512-38

SOHO

DUSK ICE

QTZ
Q1019

SS
9203CE

VDL
Y0502-60

ARDEN PARK CARRERA

MARMO BIANCO

HPL
1885K-21

BLACK VELVET

VDL
Y0371K-22

HPL
15505-31

COTE D’AZUR NOIR

MARBLE FALLS

VDL
Y0497-38

OYSTER SEQUOIA

WALNUT HEIGHTS

HPL
7965K-12

EUROPA

HPL
5002K-07

SS
9210CM

ITALIAN WHITE DI PESCO

HPL
4954K-22

DINANT

QTZ
Q4030

RIO UPANO

QTZ
Q3008

Freshened Up

Afternoon Tea

CHILLY AQUA

PIEDRA FLOR

HPL
5006K-07

QTZ
Q4033

ANDORRA FOG

HPL
4999K-22

GREY LACE

SALAR

wilsonart.com/residential

DESERT WIND

HPL
5005-38

QTZ
Q4031

KIMBERLITE

SPRING CARNIVAL

SS
9215CE

HPL
1876K-35

Playing Around

Clean Slate
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SIERRA CASCADE

Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces

SS
9224SS

QTZ
Q4028

WHITE CASCADE

GREY LAKE

HPL
5003-38

QTZ
Q1009

ANTIQUE MARULA PINE

DUOMO

HPL
8216K-28

QTZ
Q4007

SKYLINE WALNUT

ASCENT

HPL
7964K-12

QTZ
Q4029

GREY BEOLA

HEBRON WHITE

SS
9218CM

HPL
1888K-21

MARRARA

GRANITO AMARELO

QTZ
Q4026

HPL
1878K-35

Wilsonart® Engineered Surfaces

wilsonart.com/residential
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The right materials,
right at home.
SURFACES FOR RESIDENTIAL

Wilsonart, a world leading engineered surfaces company, is driven by a
mission to create surfaces people love, with service you can count on,
delivered by people who care. The company manufactures and distributes
High Pressure Laminate, Quartz, Solid Surface, Coordinated TFL and
Edgebanding and other engineered surface options for use in the office,
education, healthcare, residential, hospitality and retail markets. Operating
under the Wilsonart®, Resopal®, Polyrey®, Arborite®, Laminart®, Bushboard™,
Shore™, Mermaid™, Ralph Wilson®, KML® and Durcon® brands, the company
continuously redefines decorative surfaces through improved performance
and aesthetics. For more information, visit www.wilsonart.com or connect with
us on Facebook, Houzz, Pinterest, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube.
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